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Abstract—With the popularity of cloud and edge computing,
various types of service level agreement (SLA) are used to enforce
the amount of resources that service providers commit to end
users. However, the security SLAs (SSLA) are usually hard to
verify since their execution results are related to the intensity
and frequency of cyber attacks. In this paper, we investigate the
proof of encryption problem. Restricted by available resources
and hardware capabilities, some end users need to outsource
the strong encryption operations of data to external service
providers. Verification of the correct execution of encryption is
a problem since it is directly related to data safety. We first
define the expected properties of the Proof of Encryption (PoE)
mechanisms. We propose two mechanisms based on whether
or not the service requester is aware of the encryption key.
They allow an end user to verify that corresponding encryption
algorithm and key strength are honored. We describe the details
of the verification procedures. Simulation and experiments show
that our approaches can detect a dishonest service provider with
high probability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the fast development and deployment of cloud and
edge computing, a large portion of data processing and storage
operations are actually outsourced to various types of service
providers. For example, according to Forbes, about 77% of
enterprises have at least one application or a portion of
their enterprise computing infrastructure in the cloud. Service providers and cloud customers often use Service Level
Agreement (SLA) to determine the committed resources or
responsibilities [1]. Since service providers often charge end
users based on the amount of resources that they use (e.g.
CPU cycles, network bandwidth, and memory), verification
mechanisms have been designed so that claims from service
providers can be verified [2]–[4].
In parallel to the proliferation of cloud computing is
Security-as-a-Service (SaaS) [5], [6]. Here end users depend
on third parties to scan their network traffic, hard drive, or
even execution states in systems to detect vulnerabilities and
defend against on-going attacks. However, SaaS faces a serious
challenge, which is the verification of services that are actually
delivered. While the resources in a traditional SLA such as
CPU cycles can be roughly audited based on the computation
speed [7], the execution of security SLAs cannot be verified
based on only the detection results.
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Below we describe an example. Assuming that an end user
out-sources data storage to a service provider. The Security
SLA requires that data must be encrypted by a symmetric
encryption algorithm not weaker than AES-256. Restricted
by available computation resources and remaining energy, the
data source cannot conduct encryption by itself. Therefore,
it needs to outsource the operations. However, the service
providers have motivations to use a weaker encryption algorithm (or even store just plain text) to reduce the computation
cost and electricity bill. Please note that this challenge is
different from the Proof-of-Retrievablity [8] problem since we
care about the format in which data is stored instead of whether
or not the provider has it. We need a new approach to solve
this problem.
In this paper, we propose to design mechanisms to achieve
proof of encryption (PoE). We assume that the end customer
has relatively weak computation resources and cannot accomplish all encryption operations by itself (it may or may not
have resources to encrypt selected data blocks). The service
providers will encrypt data with a predetermined algorithm
and key strength. To prevent a service provider from cheating,
the end user needs to verify some of the encryption results.
There are several expected properties, such as randomness
during data selection and configurable overhead, of the PoE
mechanisms. We propose two mechanisms based on whether
or not the service requester (aka end user) knows the encryption key. Through both analysis and experiments, we evaluate
the proposed approaches on detection probability, overhead,
and robustness to false results. Our evaluation shows that
the proposed approaches allow end users to achieve proof-ofencryption with high probability and configurable overhead.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as
follows. Firstly, we identify that compared to other types of
SLAs, it is fairly difficult to verify the execution of security
SLAs. As a special example, we discuss the problem of proof
of encryption. Secondly, we define the expected properties of
PoE mechanisms. Thirdly, we design two mechanisms for PoE
that allow end users to verify the encryption operations by
service providers. Last but not least, we evaluate the proposed
approaches through both analysis and experiments.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we describe related work that we can benefit from.
In Section III, we first define expected properties of proofof-encryption mechanisms. We then present the details of the
verification mechanisms. They suit different scenarios based
on whether or not the end user knows the encryption key.
We identify different parameters that can impact the detection
of a dishonest service provider and analyze the detection
probability. Section IV presents the quantitative evaluation
results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Since many users of cloud computing are middle size or
small size business, they cannot afford a special security team
for the companies. Therefore, outsourcing the security services
becomes a natural choice. Several efforts have been made to
pave the way for auditing of the services. For example, in [9],
the authors propose to firstly map security SLAs to Service
Level Objects (SLO). Cloud service providers (instead of end
customers) need to assess the fulfillment of the SLOs. Similarly, in Cloud Trust Protocol (CTP) [10], the cloud providers
build an open API set to enable end customers to query
providers about the security level of their services. Another
factor that the authors in [9] identify for security SLA enforcement is standardization. From this perspective, ISO/IEC 19086
[11] and EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
[12] could become pioneers. Cloud companies often pay close
attention to data storage encryption. For example, Concentra
Health agreed to a settlement of $1.7 million for failing to
meet industry-standard data encryption expectations [13].
Another thread of research in this domain is the establishment of ontology for security feature understanding [14].
This scheme provides a formal framework for representing
knowledge for potential logic inference. While the approach
allows end users to understand the security agreements with a
provider, its auditing efforts focus on compliance with federal
regulations, instead of fulfillment of security operations. Based
on the analysis, we can see that there is not much effort in
enforcement of security SLAs in cloud computing environments, especially for the fulfillment by cloud providers. More
research is needed to solve this problem.
III. P ROOF OF E NCRYPTION : P ROPOSED A PPROACHES
In this section, we will present the details of the proposed
approaches. We will first analyze the expected properties of
a Proof-of-Encryption mechanism. We will then describe the
working procedures of the protocols. We will also analyze the
detection capability of the proposed approaches.
A. Expected Properties of Proof-of-Encryption Algorithms
Randomness: The goal of the algorithm is to prevent
a service provider from violating the SSLA by selectively
encrypting only a portion of data, using a weaker encryption
algorithm, or skipping encryption at all. To avoid incurring too
much overhead at the end user, it can only verify encryption
results of a small portion of data. Therefore, the selection
procedure must be robust against pre-computation or guessing

attacks. In other words, a service provider cannot predict the
segments of data that the requester will challenge.
Robust against encryption on the fly attack: Since the
requester will challenge the service provider and the response
must be calculated based on both the challenge and the data
encryption results, the approach must be robust against encryption on the fly attacks. In other words, the requester must
be able to identify whether or not the encryption operation is
conducted only after the provider receives the challenge.
Configurable overhead: Since a service requester usually
has very limited computation and communication resources,
the proposed approach needs to support configurable overhead.
Quantifiable analysis needs to be provided to maintain balance
between detection accuracy/capability and its commitment to
resources for verification.
Support changes to data: This property is directly related
to the data applications. For example, if a small portion of
data is updated, the PoE operations should not be heavily
impacted. Otherwise, the adoption of the approach will be
greatly restricted.
From the description above, we can see that the first
two properties are used to prevent the service provider from
cheating. The last two properties focus on the obstacles of
adoption. These properties are not bound to any specific
encryption algorithms or cloud architectures. Therefore, the
proposed approach can be applied to various scenarios.
B. System Assumptions

Fig. 1. Application scenarios of PoE approaches.

Figure 1 shows the application scenario of the proposed approaches. We assume that a service requester R will outsource
the storage of data to multiple providers Pi , i = 1 · · · s. Here
the providers Pi may belong to the same owner or multiple
owners. Restricted by available computation resources, R
cannot afford to encrypting all data with a strong algorithm
by itself. It has to outsource the encryption operations to
Pi . Please note that R has concerns on data confidentiality
for attackers who can compromise the storage devices of Pi .
Therefore, it needs to verify that Pi actually accomplishes
the encryption of all data with the agreed algorithm and key
strength as defined in SSLA. To achieve that, R will generate
random challenges and Pi has to respond to them based on
the challenges and encryption results.
Since the verification of data encryption happens between
the service providers and data owners, we need to differentiate
between two cases: whether or not the service requester R
has enough information (about the key) and hardware/software

resources to encrypt selected data blocks by itself. In the first
case, if the requester R knows the encryption key used by Pi
and has the CPU power to encrypt some data with the key (it
may not be power efficient for R to encrypt all data), the PoE
problem becomes straightforward. The two parties R and Pi
need to verify that: (a) they know the same information (the
encryption results), and (b) the information is not generated
on the fly. A variation of the real-time data flow verification
scheme [15] can be adopted to achieve the goal.
However, in real life under many cases, the storage
providers will not share the encryption keys with the requester.
Therefore, even if R has a powerful CPU and corresponding
resources, it cannot verify the cipher-text directly. We must
design a different approach to the problem. In this paper, we
propose a cross-comparison based scheme to detect a dishonest
service provider.
The attacker is a dishonest service provider that tries to
save encryption operations through violating the SSLA. It may
have a super fast computer that can encrypt data on the fly.
However, to allow such attacks, the attacker must be able to
transmit data from storage to the computer through a link with
very short delay. Similarly, if multiple service providers are
involved, they may try to collude to cheat the requester.
The following table summarizes the symbols.
R
Pi
h(x)
mj
L
t
qj
pj,k

service requester (end user)
service providers
secure hash function known to both parties
jth data message sent by R to P
each data chunk contains L data blocks
length of specific patterns in encryption results to
trigger verification operation
the probability that Provider Pj skips encryption
of a data block
the percentage of data blocks provided to Pj
that are also provided to Pk

C. Proposed Mechanism for Scenario 1
In scenario 1, we assume that both the service provider Pi
and the requester R know the encryption key. At the same
time, R has the software/hardware resources to accomplish
encryption on a selected group of data blocks. Therefore, the
requester can randomly select a group of data blocks and
challenge Pi for encryption results. In this way, the property
of “randomness” is satisfied automatically. At the same time,
since R can determine the amount of data that it will challenge
Pi with, it can control the committed resources.
The major challenge is to prevent Pi from encrypting the
data blocks after it receives the request (encryption on the
fly). To differentiate the situation in which encryption is preaccomplished from the case in which data is encrypted after
the request is received, we can measure the network delay
between the request is submitted and the response is received.
However, a dishonest provider may choose to hide the computation time in the network transmission delay. For example,
based on BearSSL [16], on an Intel Xeon CPU 3.1GHz, AES256 CBC mode can encrypt about 125MB/sec. Based on this
measurement result, for a 1KB data block, the service provider

needs only 8µsec to accomplish the encryption. It can easily
hide the delay under the round trip communication time of
tens of millisecond between R and Pi .
To detect this cheating behavior, we propose the following
approach. Assume that the data blocks that Pi needs to encrypt
are represented as mj , j = 1 to n. These data blocks are
divided into chunks with the size L. For example, m1 to mL
form Chunk 1, mL+1 to m2L form Chunk 2, so long and so
force. The corresponding cipher-text blocks are represented
as c1 , c2 , · · · , cn . Within each chunk, CBC (cipher block
chaining) mode is used for data encryption. The initial vector
(IV) for encryption can be jointly determined by R and Pi . In
this way, we guarantee that within a chunk, multiple blocks
cannot be encrypted in parallel.
When the requester R wants to verify that proper encryption
operation has been applied to the data blocks, it will randomly
n
⌋) in a chunk and prochoose one block maL+j (a = 0 · · · ⌊ L
vide a random number r as the challenge. The service provider
Pi needs to return the MAC (message authentication) code
hash(r, hash(r, c(a+1)L , caL+j , caL+1 )). We can see that the
hash result covers the first block, the last block, and requested
block in the chunk.
If Pi has properly encrypted all data blocks and stored them,
it just needs to concatenate the corresponding cipher text and
return the results. On the contrary, should Pi have violated the
SSLA and stored the data in other formats, it has to re-encrypt
the blocks with the secret key determined in the SSLA. Since
CBC mode is adopted, it cannot use parallel computing to
accelerate the procedure. It has to encrypt the blocks one by
one. Since the hash result puts c(a+1)L as the first entry, the
hash calculation cannot start until the encryption of the whole
chunk is accomplished. This operation will drastically increase
the response delay.
C.1 Analysis
The chunk size L provides a user configurable parameter
that can impact the increases in response time should the
service provider conduct encryption-on-the-fly attacks. The
larger is L, the longer time Pi needs to encrypt the whole
chunk. In this way, R can adjust the choice of L based on
the network connection quality and speed between it and Pi .
Please note that the goal of initial vector and chain mode is to
prevent an attacker from conducting random encryption of the
data. It is not bound to AES or any other specific encryption
function as long as the overhead can be enforced.
Another manipulation Pi can play is to store only the cipher
text of the first and last blocks of each chunk. This operation is
not attractive to the service provider because of the following
reasons. Firstly, to calculate and store the cipher-text of the
last block in a chunk, it needs to accomplish the encryption
of the whole chunk since CBC mode is used. From this point
of view, even if Pi decides to store the data in other formats,
the cost of encryption has already been paid. Secondly, since
the challenge of verification covers the cipher text of caL+j ,
if Pi stores only caL+1 , it needs to re-encrypt the data blocks
to get the value of caL+j . The introduced delay could still be

detected by the requester.
D. Proposed Mechanism for Scenario 2
In real life scenarios, very frequently the service provider of
encryption and storage and the service requester will belong
to different organizations. Therefore, they will not trust each
other on encryption key generation and storage. For example,
should the data confidentiality be compromised because of key
disclosure, it will be very hard to determine accountability if
multiple parties know the key. Therefore, more frequently we
need to deal with scenario 2 in which the requester does not
know the encryption key.
Since R does not know the encryption key, it cannot
directly challenge Pi for data result. Therefore, we need a
new approach to randomly select the data blocks and verify
their encryption results. Without losing generality, we assume
that R will choose three different service providers P1 , P2 ,
and P3 to accomplish the encryption and storage tasks. Some
of the data blocks that R sends to the three parties will overlap
so that R can cross compare the encryption results. In addition
to R and Pi , we also assume that a certificate authority (CA)
exists in the system and all four parties trust it.
D.1 Overview of Approach
In this part, we will provide an overview of the proposed
approach. More details will be provided in subsequent parts.
Firstly, R will notify P1 , P2 , and P3 that they are chosen for
its encryption and storage task. Each of them will work with
CA to get a new public/private key pair. Please note that this
new key pair is associated with a pseudo ID of each party. In
this way, through looking at only the public keys, they cannot
figure out the real identities of the service providers.
After getting the public/private key pairs, the service
providers will run a multi-party Diffie-Hellman key generation
protocol [17] with the help from R. Again all communications
among the providers will go through R. In this way, they
cannot figure out the real identities of each other. At the same
time, the authenticity of exchanged information is protected
by digital signatures with the new private keys.
Once the key generation procedure is accomplished, R can
distribute different chunks of data to different providers. Since
the providers know only there are other service providers
but not their identities, they cannot collude to manipulate the
encryption results. Since the requester R does not know the
encryption key, it cannot directly verify the encryption results.
However, it can cross compare the encryption results from
multiple parties since they use the same key. R can either
challenge different service providers with the same data blocks
or use another method to randomly choose data blocks. An
overview of the approach is shown in Figure 2.
D.2 Detailed Description
Step 1 : Generation of Encryption Key
As shown in Figure 2, R decides to choose P1 , P2 , and P3
to help it encrypt data. It will notify them and also provide
the identity of the CA. Now each provider will contact CA
and acquire a new public/private key pair for its temporary

Fig. 2. Overview of the approach for scenario 2.

identity P1′ , P2′ , and P3′ . Please note that the temporary IDs
are not linked to their real IDs. Once receiving the new public
key certificates, P1 , P2 , and P3 will share them with R. R
will then distribute the certificates to all providers. At this
time, only R and CA know the real IDs of the providers.
R will choose a finite cyclic group G of order w and a
generating element g in G. R will distribute the generator g
and the large prime number P to all three providers. They will
then run the multi-party Diffie-Hellman protocol. Specifically,
each provider will generate its own random number rPi′ ,
r ′
calculate g Pi mod P , and send it to R. The integrity of
the information will be protected by the digital signature
associated with the new temporary ID.
As shown in Figure 2, all providers will send their digitally
signed shares to R. R will then forward them to other parties
that have not added their shares. Throughout the procedure, the
requester R serves as the center of communication and transmits packets between the providers. In this way, a provider
cannot learn the identities of other providers and collude
with them. At the end of the key generation procedure, each
r ′ ×r ′ ×r ′
provider will learn the group key g P1 P2 P3 mod P . The
key is protected by three digital signatures from the providers.
The requester R, although passes all traffic, cannot learn the
group secret.
Step 2 : Selection of Challenged Data Blocks
In this part, we will introduce two methods to select data
blocks for encryption result challenge. In the first method,
R will send the same group of data blocks to two or even
more encryption providers. These blocks will blend into other
groups of blocks that are sent to them. Since the providers
do not know the identities of each other, they cannot conduct
off-line collusion. After confirming that the data blocks have
been encrypted, R will challenge two or more parties with the
same group of data blocks for encryption results. While the
challenge procedure could be similar to that of scenario 1, R
needs to measure two parameters. Firstly, it needs to measure
the delay between the request is sent and the result is received.
This is to prevent Pi from conducting encryption-on-the-fly
attacks. Secondly, R needs to cross compare the encryption
results of the same group of blocks from different providers.
If a provider has chosen to violate the SSLA and uses other
encryption algorithms or weaker keys, its encryption results
will be different from those of others. Therefore, R will be
able to verify the encryption results even if it does not know
the key.
Letting R select data blocks for challenge, although achiev-

ing the randomness property, has several limitations. Firstly,
the distribution of the verified data blocks is very unbalanced.
If a group of blocks are chosen, thousands of consecutive
blocks will be verified. On the contrary, if a group of blocks
are not selected, non of them will be verified. Secondly, the
data access delay could vary a lot depending on the storage
medium. For example, after encryption, a provider may move
the data to external hard drive, or under an extreme condition,
a tape drive. Therefore, when a challenge is received, the
provider may need an extended period of time to get data
back into memory. This may lead to increases in false alarms.
To solve these problems, we need to design a mechanism
that selects data blocks for challenges as the encryption algorithm is running. In this way, the data has not been moved to
the external devices. At the same time, the selection procedures
cannot be controlled by service providers. A potential solution
is the criteria that have been used for mining in BlockChains.
Assume that the requester R and provider Pi have determined
the encryption algorithm, encryption mode, and key strength.
R will now choose a pattern in the encryption result of a data
block. If the result satisfies the pattern (e.g. the first t bits are
all ‘0’), Pi needs to report the index of the block to R. This
mechanism has the following advantages.
Firstly, Randomness of Selected Data for Verification
Since the criteria are applied to the encryption results,
the provider Pi cannot predict which blocks to encrypt beforehand. The usage of initial vector (IV) prevents Pi from
predicting the encryption results based on similarity of data
blocks. From this point of view, the selection procedure is
random. Even the requester R cannot predict which blocks will
be selected. A provider may choose to lie about the encryption
results or the index of the blocks. However, there are other
providers and it does not know to which provider which blocks
are shared. Therefore, should it choose to lie, it will face the
risk that the same block may be encrypted by another provider.
Secondly, Configurable Overhead
Through adjusting the pattern criteria, R can control the
probability that any block is challenged. For example, we can
approximate any probability p with the sum of a group of
negative powers of 2:
1
1
1
1
+ a1 × 1 + a2 × 2 · · · + al × l · · · ; (1)
20
2
2
2
Here the probability p has the value between [0, 1], and the
value of ai is either 0 or 1, depending on the probability
we want to approximate. The accuracy of approximation is
determined by the length of the encryption results.
p = a0 ×

E. Analysis of Detection Accuracy and Overhead
In this part, we will analyze the detection capability and
overhead of the proposed approaches. We will discuss two
scenarios when the provider Pi is benign or malicious, respectively. If Pi is benign, it will encrypt all data blocks
based on the SSLA. Therefore, the only factors that impact the
frequency of data verifications are the choices of encryption
algorithm, the initial vector, the key, and the data blocks.

Without losing generality, we assume that when the first t
bits of the encryption results are all ‘0’, it will trigger the
verification procedure. For each block, the probability that it
does not trigger verification is (1 − 21t ). Here we propose to
divide data into windows with the size of L consecutive blocks.
If at least one block in a window satisfies the criteria, we say
that the whole window is verified. Therefore, the probability
that no block in vt consecutive windows triggers verification
is (1 − 21t )vt ×L .
Here we will follow the adjustment practice of blockchain
mining. To prevent Pi from cheating, we require that if vt
windows of consecutive blocks do not trigger any verification
operations, we will reduce t by 1 bit. In other words, we double
the probability that a block satisfies the verification criteria.
Similarly, if ut consecutive windows have all triggered the
verification procedure, we will increase t by 1 so that fewer
blocks will be verified by R. Therefore, the requester R can
adjust the choices of L, vt , and ut to control the probability
that a block is verified.
If the provider P is malicious, it needs to find a tradeoff between the percentage of data that it encrypts and the
probability that it is detected by the requester. Assume that
the provider has the probability q to not encrypt a data block.
Since it does not encrypt the block, it will not report the
index to the requester even if the encryption result could have
triggered verification. Since for each block, the probability that
it triggers verification is 21t , the probability that the provider
misses the block is q × 21t . Note that if another provider
encrypts this block and discovers that the encryption results
satisfy the criteria, it will report to the requester and this
violation of SSLA will be detected. Therefore, the probability
that in x consecutive blocks the malicious provider does not
miss any blocks that could trigger verification is (1 − 2qt )x .
In real life the situation will be more complicated. It is
possible that two providers both skip the block. Therefore.
even if it could have triggered verification, none will report
to the requester. Let us assume that for Provider P1 the
parameters have the values (q1 , t1 ) (P1 has probability q1 to
not encrypt a block, and the trigger pattern covers the first t1
bits.) Similarly, for provider P2 the parameters have the values
(q2 , t2 ). Without losing generality, we assume that t1 ≥ t2 .
In other words, if the encryption results satisfy the pattern of
provider P1 , it will also satisfy the pattern of P2 .
For any data block that R provides to both P1 and P2 ,
the scenarios in which a violation of SSLA by either party is
detected can be described as follows: (1) P1 chooses to encrypt
the block but P2 decides to skip it; or (2) P2 chooses to encrypt
it while P1 skips it. Now let us examine their probability.
If P1 encrypts the block and the results satisfy its pattern
but P2 skips the block, the probability is
1
;
(2)
2t1
Here since t1 ≥ t2 , the encryption results will automatically
satisfy the pattern of P2 . Under this case, P2 ’s violation of
SSLA will be detected.
(1 − q1 ) × q2 ×

On the other hand, if P2 encrypts the block and the results
satisfy its pattern but P1 skips the block, the probability is

will report data blocks satisfying the criteria and the dishonest
ones will be caught as well.

1
;
(3)
2t2
Here we face a problem. An encryption result that satisfies the
pattern of P2 may not satisfy the pattern of P1 . To differentiate
between the two cases, we need the provider P2 to send back
not only the index of the block but also the encryption result.
In this way, we can tell whether or not the violation of P1
can be detected. So the probability that P1 ’s violation can be
detected is:

F. Managing the Probability of Sharing Blocks

q1 × (1 − q2 ) ×

1
;
(4)
2t1
When we investigate the equations, we can learn the following information. Firstly, since the requester R does not know
the encryption key, it can detect an SSLA violation only when
the same data block is sent to more than one provider and their
encryption results differ. Therefore, the higher percentage of
blocks that are sent to multiple providers, the better chance
to detect violations. If R can afford it, it should provide
the same data blocks to as many providers as possible. This
also supports the requirements on data randomness and the
prevention of collusion between providers.
Secondly, although R could choose different patterns for
different providers (e.g. t1 ‘0’s for provider P1 and t2 ‘1’s for
P2 ), the analysis above shows that R has the best chance of
detecting violations when the patterns of different providers
are similar. At the same time, the detection probability is
determined by the longer pattern between two providers. On
one side, the longer is the pattern, the lower chance that the
encryption result triggers verification. Therefore, the detection
probability will be low. On the other side, the longer is
the pattern, the lower communication volume between the
providers and requester. Therefore, it makes sense to keep
the pattern length of different providers close to each other.
In this way, we reduce the communication overhead without
impacting the detection capability.
Thirdly, we want to analyze the relationship between the
detection capability and the value of q. In other words, what
is the best strategy of a dishonest service provider to avoid
detection. If we look at only Equation (2), for P2 to avoid
being detected, it needs to reduce the value of q2 , and increases
the value of q1 . In other words, it needs to encrypt more data
blocks and expects P1 to skip more. Similarly, if P1 wants to
protect itself from being detected, it needs P2 to increase q2 . If
we jointly consider the sum of the two detection probabilities,
we get (q1 + q2 − 2 × q1 × q2 ) × 21t1 . Analysis shows that
the joint detection probability has the double-saddle shape.
The probability is low when both q1 and q2 are very close
to 0 or 1. In other words, if we look at only P1 and P2 ,
they can avoid detection by either encrypting all data blocks
or encrypting none at all. For the latter option, however, they
will be caught very soon since the trigger pattern will become
very short (thus many blocks should trigger verification). If
there is at least one honest service provider in the system, it
q1 × (1 − q2 ) ×

The analysis in Section III-E considers only the data blocks
that have been submitted to both P1 and P2 . In real applications, restricted by the cost, only a part of data blocks will
be submitted to more than one encryption service provider,
as shown in Figure 3. Without losing generality, we use the
probability p1,2 to represent the ratio between the number of
blocks that are known to both P1 and P2 and those known
to only P1 . Therefore, for the requester to detect an SSLA
violation by P1 through the report of P2 , the probability is
1
;
(5)
2t1
If P1 skips the encryption of v data blocks, the probability
that it is detected by R is
p1,2 × q1 × (1 − q2 ) ×

1 − (1 − p1,2 × q1 × (1 − q2 ) ×

1 v
) ;
2t1

(6)

Fig. 3. Only data blocks submitted to multiple providers can be used

for detection of SSLA violations.

IV. Q UANTITATIVE R ESULTS
In this part, we will conduct experiments to collect quantitative results about the proposed approaches. The experiments
include both data encryption and access operations on real networked devices and the simulation of the impacts of different
parameters on the detection capability.
A. Detection of Encryption-On-the-Fly Attack
As we describe in Section III-C, if a dishonest service
provider chooses to encrypt data blocks after receiving a
verification request, it will introduce extensive delay into
the response procedure. To verify that we can detect such
attacks through measuring the network delay, we choose three
could service providers and implement encryption functions
on a virtual machine hosted by them. A client machine will
issue a verification request. If the virtual machine has already
accomplished data block encryption, it will reply with the hash
results as described in Section III-C. Otherwise, if the virtual
machine has not encrypted the data blocks, it will have to
conduct encryption and hash in sequence. We choose two sites,
one on-campus and one off-campus, as the client to conduct
the experiments. The delays are measured in four consecutive
days during both day time busy hours and late in the night.
The data blocks that are challenged have the size of 1K Byte.

The window size is 10,000 blocks. Five groups of experiences
are conducted and their average delay is shown in Figure 4.
From the figures, we can see that the on campus connections
with the service providers are very stable. If the virtual
machines have to encrypt the 10M Byte data on the fly, it
will take somewhere between 80 to 100 ms. The increases in
delay obviously deviate from the normal network conditions.
A user will be able to detect such changes. We assume that a
dishonest service provider will choose to use the customized
environments such as AES-NI [18] to avoid detection. Based
on [16], the AES 256 CBC mode encryption speed will
increase about 4 times if AES-NI is adopted, which will bring
the extra delay down to 20 to 25 ms. Such increases are still
detectable compared to the normal measurement results.

security, each provider has to encrypt more data blocks. The
table above shows as pi,j increases from 10% to 50%, the
changes of encryption load at each provider. We can see that
when the sharing probability reaches about 30%, each provider
needs to encrypt about half of overall data blocks.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 5. Here we
experiment with the data block sharing probability between
two providers pi,j = 10% and 20%. The probability that a
provider skips encrypting a data block ranges from 5% to
15%. In other words, a service provider will randomly pick 1
to 3 data blocks to skip encryption in every 20 blocks. The
length of the pattern in the encryption results to trigger data
verification ranges from 7 bits to 13 bits. In other word, on
average, one block in every 128 to 8192 data blocks could
trigger a verification operation. In all six sub-figures, on the
X-axis we show the number of data blocks that are provided to
a provider and it needs to encrypt all of them. On the Y-axis,
we show the probability that a dishonest provider is caught if
it skips encryption of some data blocks. Please note that the
number of blocks on X-axis is roughly in logarithmic scale.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4. Detection of on-the-fly encryption attacks through changes in

network delay.

B. Cross-Comparison Detection
data sharing probability pi,j
between two providers
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%

ratio b/w data at each provider
and overall data volume
33.3%
37%
41.6%
47.6%
55.5%
66.7%

In the second group of experiments, we will use simulation
to investigate the impacts of different parameters on the
detection capability of the requester when it does not have
a copy of the encryption key. To simplify analysis, we assume
that the requester chooses three encryption service providers.
The probability pi,j represents the percentage of data blocks
of provider Pi that are also known to provider Pj . Please note
that as pi,j increases, the probability that a dishonest provider
is detected also increases. As the price to pay for improved

Fig. 5. Detection probability as the number of data blocks changes.

(a) pi,j =10%, qi =5%; (b) pi,j =10%, qi =10%; (c) pi,j =10%, qi =15%;
(d) pi,j =20%, qi =5%; (e) pi,j =20%, qi =10%; (f) pi,j =20%, qi =15%.

From the figures, we can see that as the number of data
blocks increases, the probability that a dishonest service
provider is caught increases very fast. When R provides only
10% of the data blocks of the provider P1 to P 2 and P1
skips only 5% of the encryption operations, when the number
of data blocks reaches 500,000, P1 has 20% chance to be
caught. Please note that if we choose the data block size to
be 1K Byte, that is only 500M Byte data that R sends to P1 .
Considering the amount of data that is uploaded to the cloud
everyday, this is a very small number. The service providers
do not have a strong motivation to cheat when they are aware
of the high probability of detection.
Another feature we can see from the simulation results is

that the length of the pattern in encryption results to trigger
verification has a large impact on the detection capability.
When we use a longer pattern, the probability that a data
block will trigger verification decreases exponentially. An end
user needs to maintain balance between the communication
overhead and the detection capability when it outsources the
encryption operations.
C. Discussion on Security of Approaches
In this part, we will discuss the safety of the approaches.
We are especially interested in the following aspects.
Frame an honest service provider
In Scenario 2 of the proposed approaches, the requester R
does not know the encryption key. Therefore, it can detect
discrepancy between multiple service providers only through
cross-comparison of the encryption results. It is possible for
one service provider to falsely report a data block satisfying
the pattern to frame another competitor. For example, the
provider P2 can randomly select a data block and report to
R that it satisfies the trigger condition of verification (e.g., the
first t2 bits of the encryption results are ‘0’). If this block is
provided only to P2 , no other providers can verify it and R has
to take it as is. However, if the same block is also provided
to P1 and it does not report it, R must identify who is not
telling the truth. To defend against such attacks, one way R
can adopt is to provide the same group of blocks to the third
encryption server P3 and wait for the feedback to determine
who is the attacker.
Robustness against off-line collusion
Although the proposed approach tries to hide the real
identities of the service providers during key generation, some
of them may still have off-line agreement to cover up for each
other. For example, P2 and P3 may exchange the hash results
of an encryption key to determine whether or not they are
assigned to the same task. If the answer is ‘yes’, they can
then identify the data blocks shared between them. However,
the knowledge that the colluding parties can learn is limited.
For example, if there is at least one provider that does not
collude with them, they face the same probability of detection
as we analyze in Section III-E. To hide the information on
data distribution among different encryption providers, R can
involve more parties during the key generation procedures.
After the key is determined, it will provide data blocks to only
a subset of the providers. In this way, a dishonest provider
cannot derive out the number of encryption servers solely
based on the key generation procedures.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we investigate the problem of proof of encryption. Specifically, when a data source asks multiple providers
to encrypt its data with specified algorithms and key strength,
there must be a way for it to verify the execution of the
SSLA. We discuss two scenarios based on whether or not the
requester knows the encryption key. The designed approaches
can detect the violations of SSLA on encryption. We conduct

both experiments and analysis to investigate the mechanisms
and their probability to detect a dishonest service provider.
When we put the research problems of the paper in a bigger
view, the goal is to allow end users to verify the execution
of security service level agreement (SSLA). Different from
the SLAs that focus on resource usage aspects (e.g. CPU
cycles, available bandwidth), security related SLAs are harder
to verify since there is not always a security incident available
for detection. We plan to design a comprehensive suite of
mechanisms to cover more features in security enforcements.
We are especially interested in the services such as malware
scanning and effectiveness of firewalls. The completeness of
the approaches can be assessed with an ontology framework.
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